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CaberlonCaroppi Italian Touch Architects is an architecture studio born in 2004

from the design spirit shared by the two architects and founders Chiara

Caberlon and Ermanno Caroppi. The studio aims at developing new tailor-

made hospitality concepts dedicated to all categories of the hospitality sector,

from historic hotels to business hotels, from prestigious resorts to intimate

boutique hotels.
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Architects and founders Chiara Caberlon and Ermanno Caroppi of Studio

CaberlonCaroppi are promoting sustainable design with their latest projects in

the hospitality sector.
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FESTIVAL MANIA 

Festive season is on and we are all swept by our never-ending to-do list of

cleaning, shopping, and the massive festive mania that takes over us during

this time of the year. As Diwali is just around the corner, decorating our house

is on the top of our list. So to revamp our space for this festive season, we have

created four stunning décor mood boards which might give you some ideas for

a swanky makeover that you are bound to love. So go on and give your home a

makeover with these awesome festive decor ideas! 

1. Create Drama with Mirrors and Lights 

Diwali is a festival of lights so it is the perfect time to add more lights to give a

sparkling vibe to your space. Here are some quick ideas!
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A designer, architect, and writer, Michele De Lucchi, is one of the great

representatives of Italian design of the last few decades. He was born in 1951 in

Ferrara and graduated in architecture from Florence. During the period of

radical and experimental architecture, he was a prominent figure in

movements such as Cavart, Studio Alchimia, and Memphis. De Lucchi has

designed lamps and furniture for well-known Italian and European

companies, such as Artemide, Olivetti, Alias, Unifor, Hermès and Alessi.

 

Michele De Lucchi, an Italian designer, and architect creates small wooden

houses with a chainsaw creating a unique essence of architectural style, we

explore...
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